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Abstract: In today’s wireless communication system, building security between the two parties
within the network is the most challenging concept. Many forms of encryption and decryption
algorithms are available but they need different public private keys which are hard to remove and
need more processing power. Password-based authentication mechanism is used broadly to identify
authorize users, because this method is cheap, easy and quite accurate. This paper suggests that
Neural Networks will provide solution to this problem. A neural network is trained to store the
passwords instead of using verification table. Here, in this paper the keys which are used to secure
the network are stored in the form of network parameter and other neuronal functions which are
difficult to break.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Authentication is a process of establish identity between two devices or two parties. Old methods of
authentication are based on physical characteristics of human being. Sometimes such methods are not sufficient
then authentication protocols are capable of authenticating connecting party and authenticating itself to
connecting party [1]. Password is the most famous authentication form used by the users. Security has become
one of the most concerned issues in today’s technological world. Commonly used password authentication
method is the traditional approach based on passwords, PIN, smart cards and biometric devices etc [2]. While it
is a very convenient and inexpensive procedure of authentication but it has some drawbacks also. Since in
traditional method password table is stored in plain text format and can be easily seen by network administrator
[3-4]. So, password table should be kept secured.
User can overcome from these type of problems by encrypting the (user Id, password) pairs before storing
them in memory and then decrypting them. Reyhani & Mahadavi[5]have proposed neural networks in smart
home networks for user authentication. This proposed method can be used to store the user profiles and access
controls in smart home networks. They used a Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network trained it to store
encrypted passwords and it could be used to replace the password table stored in the authentication system.
Wang and Wang [6] used Hopfield Neural Network for password authentication. In such password based
authentication approach, system uses the verification table in which encrypted passwords are stored [6-7].
Passwords may be encrypted by one-way hash functions or any other encryption algorithms. Another way to
swamped with the security problem is to use an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) which learns the (User Id,
password) pair and generates the matching signal representing the user registration [8-9]. Artificial Neural
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Networks is computational model that mimic the biological neural networks in the brain. This can be achieved
by training ANN. Here, in this paper we apply Back Propagation Algorithm in the training phase. This approach
is advantageous as it does not require the matching (User Id, password) to be stored on the external storage but
requires network parameters to be stored. These network parameters are difficult to trace without knowing the
exact internal organization of the network. Section 2, briefly describes Neural Network concept. In section 3,
proposed methodology based on Back Propagation Algorithm will discussed. Then section 4, carried out the
result of the proposed algorithm and finally section 5 will conclude this paper.
2. NEURAL NETWORK
A Neural Network is consist of set of parallel and distributed processing units called neurons. These neurons are
connected by unidirectional or bidirectional links in an ordered fashion i.e.in layers. Three kinds of layers are
present in Neural Network architecture, input layer consists of n number of inputs to the network and each input
is multiply by a weight associated with this input. The product of input and weight are summed and feed into a
network through a transfer function to generate the output. Artificial Neural Network has some attractive
features that make it popular such as learning ability and one way property:
Learning ability: ANN has the possibility to gain knowledge through learning and one way property is the
second most important feature of ANN. This property is used to authenticate data’s integrity. Output can be
easily generated from the given input although it is impossible to compute input from output.
Neural Network designing is based upon network topology, network transfer functions and network learning
algorithms [9].
a)
Network Topology
It is the most important criteria in building a successful network model. Deciding the training parameters of the
neural network is not a easy task, e.g. number of hidden layers, number of neurons in each hidden layer, types of
activation function, concept of over fitting and under fitting, interconnection within the layer. Two important
neural network topologies are Feed Forward topology and Recurrent topology. In feed forward topology, the
nodes are arranged in layers through unidirectional paths. The output flows in forward direction and does not
allow feedback flow of information. In recurrent topology, the flow of information between the nodes is
bidirectional.
b)
Network Transfer Function
The transfer functions and activation functions play an important role in learning algorithms and influence the
complexity and performance of neural network. There are various transfer functions such as linear, sigmoid,
polynomial etc.
c)
Network Learning Algorithm
There are three types of network learning algorithms: supervised, unsupervised and Reinforcement. In
supervised learning the output is known priori and output result is compared with desired result. The gradient
descent rule uses the error to adjust the weights between the actual output and target data. In unsupervised
learning, there is no external source to provide the network, a set of training data is presented to the system and
then the weights are adjusted through some sort of competition among the node of output layer [11]. In the third
type of learning the network connections are modified according feedback information provided to the network
by its environment.
3. METHODOLOGY
Neural Networks are used as an encryption and decryption in cryptography [12]. Topology of each neural
network is based on their training sets. Generally encryption method is done on the input data and the decryption
method is done on the output string of digits. If we use neural network for the network security means for
encryption and decryption, their keys have adapted neural network parameters: their architecture and their
configurations [12].
The proposed authentication scheme includes login and authentication procedures. The user chooses the
user Id (ID) and password (PW). The user Id and password are converted into n-bit binary numbers. These
binary numbers are used to train the neural network. The neural network repeats the process again and again
(iterations) until the network can remember the entire user Id and its corresponding password pairs. This
password authentication scheme is based on Back Propagation Neural Network and it describes the verification
of user Ids and passwords. The proposed model has N nodes and the output of each node is fed back to all the
other nodes through symmetric weights. The threshold for present implementation is set to 0. During training
phase the BPNN verifies the matching between input and output pair. If the weighted input sum is larger than
threshold value output is set to 1 otherwise to 0. Figure 1 depicts the user authentication procedure using Back
Propagation Algorithm. The authentication system has good accuracy, as the generated outputs are same as of
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desired outputs. When a user enters a wrong combination of username and password, the system rejects that
entry and declares that as an unauthorized user.

Fig 1. User Authentication using BPNN

4. RESULT
The studies are carried out on MATLAB simulation tool [13]. A PC with Intel-core i5 processor, 2.40GHz and
8GB RAM was used to conduct this simulation. The simulation is carried out for thirty users.
MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox was used for the implementation of the network. Using this tool one
can define specifications like number of layers, number of neurons in each layer, activation functions of neurons
in different layers, and number of training epochs. Then the training feature vectors and the corresponding
desired outputs can be fed to the neural network to begin training. Error back-propagation algorithm was used
for training.
The overall simulation results are summarized as follows.
1) The total time for the registration of 30 users was about 0.0005sec.
2) The trained BPNN was able to recall each legal user’s ID and password accurately and instantly.
3) The trained BPNN was able to reject each illegal user’s ID and passwords correctly.

5. CONCLUSION
The present work describes the usefulness and robustness of Back Propagation neural network based password
authentication scheme. The proposed authentication scheme included two major procedures: log-in and user
authorization. The network could recall all the authenticate users accurately and rejecting the unauthorized
users. The implementation can be worked out for more users.
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